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ABSTRACT

We provide a framework to decompose preferences into a notion of distributive justice and a sel�sh-

ness part and to recover individual notions of distributive justice fromdata collected in appropriately

designed experiments. “Dictator games” with varying transfer rates used in Andreoni and Miller

(2002) and Fisman et al. (2007) can be used to assess individuals’ preferences, but – with the help

of simple new axioms – also to recover some part of individuals’ notion of justice. “Social planner”

experiments or experiments under a “veil of ignorance” (Rawls 1971) can be used to recover larger

parts of the notion of justice. �e axioms also allow a simple test for the validity of such an experi-

mental approach, which is not necessarily incentive-compatible, and to recover a greater part of an

individual’s preference relation in dictator experiments than before. Interpersonal comparison of

the individual intensity of justice (or fairness) similar to the suggestions in Karni and Safra (2002b)

are possible, and we can evaluate the intensity based on an individual’s own notion of justice. �e

approach is kept completely non-parametric. As such, this article is in the spirit of Varian (1982) and

Karni and Safra (2002a).

1 introduction

1.1 Overview

�is article provides a framework in the spirit of Varian (1982) and Karni and Safra (2002a) to

decompose preferences into a notion of distributive justice (or simply notion of justice) and a
sel�shness part and to recover individual notions of distributive justice from data collected in
induced budget experiments, such as “dictator games” with varying transfer rates. With the help

of simple new axioms, it is also possible to recover a greater part of an individual’s preference

relation than before (e.g., in the analysis of Andreoni and Miller 2002 and Fisman et al. 2007).�e

methodology allows for interpersonal comparison of the individual strength of justice similar to

the suggestions in Karni and Safra (2002b) and for the de�nition of a money-metric equivalence

to measure this strength.
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Afriat (1967) shows how to construct utility functions from expenditure data and provides a

condition, called cyclic consistency, which is both necessary and su�cient for the existence of a

non-trivial utility function which is maximised by the observed choices of a consumer. Varian

(1982) introduces a condition called the Generalised Axiom of Revealed Preference (Garp), which

is equivalent to Afriat’s condition. Varian shows how to use the revealed preference framework to

recover all that can be said about a consumer’s preference if one accepts Garp as a solid basis for

demand analysis.

Andreoni and Miller (2002) use Varian’s Garp to analyse data collected in an experimental

“dictator game” with varying transfer rates.�ey apply the demand theory framework, treating

donations and own payo� as two di�erent goods.�e transfer rate thus corresponds to prices, and

the choice sets participants were asked to make decisions on correspond to standard competitive

budget sets.�e data generated in such an induced budget experiment is, by all practical means,
just as the theory of revealed preference assumes. A very similar experiment was conducted by

Fisman et al. (2007). In Choi et al. (2007), the authors use Varian’s methods to recover preferences

graphically by constructing upper and lower bounds of indi�erence curves and the examples they

o�er neatly illustrate di�erent types of preferences that can be observed.

Karni and Safra (2002a) introduce an axiomatic framework for the choices of individuals who

are both self-interested andmotivated by some notion of justice.�eir model concerns choices over

random allocation procedures for some indivisible prize.�ey decompose preferences according to

which an individual chooses allocation procedures into a self-interest and moral value judgement

component and provide conditions for representation of preferences by (additively separable)

utility functions. Heufer (2013b) uses a similar framework for a non-parametric analysis of choices

over probabilities and provides methods to recover preferences in the spirit of Varian’s analysis.

In this article, the existing theoretical and experimental literature is combined.�e analysis

is based on the idea that a participant’s preference can be recovered in a dictator experiment1

(cf. Andreoni and Miller 2002) and that a participant’s individual notion of distributive justice

can be recovered using an appropriately designed social planner experiment (cf. Dickinson and

Tiefenthaler 2002, Traub et al. 2009) or an experiment similar to the dictator experiment, but

behind a “veil of ignorance” (cf. Harsanyi 1955, Rawls 1971). Here, an individual’s notion of

distributive justice is basically an impartial preference about payo� distributions which is unbiased

by the individual’s preferences about his own payo�.�e analysis is based on two simple axioms:

Symmetry of the notion of justice, based on the idea that a decision maker in an anonymous
experiment is impartial with respect to the receivers of payo�, and Agreement of the preference
with the notion of justice and own payo�, i.e. a participant prefers an allocation if (not only if) the

1�e �rst dictator experiment was conducted by Forsythe et al. (1994). Since then this kind of experiment is

o�en called a “dictator game”, as it can be thought of as an ultimatum game (see, e.g., Güth and Tietz 1990, Güth et al.

2003) without veto power. It is therefore a degenerate game without strategic interaction, which is why we prefer not

to call it a game.
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allocation is both more just and o�ers a higher own payo� than an alternative.�e Agreement

axiom also allows an equivalent interpretation: if a participant prefers an allocation even though

this allocation o�ers a lower own payo� than an alternative, this must be because the allocation is

more just.

�e axioms allow to recover a large part of a participant’s preference and notion of justice. In

fact, in dictator experiments, they allow to recover some parts of the participants’ notion of justice

and a larger part of the preference than before. Combining dictator and social planner experiments,

the approach provides a new way to compare the intensity of an individual’s sense of justice which

complements previous analysis.

Part II of this investigation will focus on testing a participant’s notion of justice and his actual

preference separately in a single experiment.�is will make it possible to measure more precisely

than before how strong a sense of justice of a participant is, to analyse di�erent notions of justice

in detail, and to recover a larger part of participants’ preferences than in previous experiments.

�e analysis in the article is the theoretical starting point for such examinations.

1.2 Related Literature

�is paper is related to the experimental literature on impartial notions of distributive justice in

simple distribution experiments, speci�cally the comparative performance of several well known

distribution mechanisms, the comparison of impartial and self-biased notions of distributive

justice, the introduction and evaluation of parametric and non-parametric models to analyse

individual preferences, and to the literature on dictator experiments with varying transfer rates.

Yaari and Bar-Hillel (1984) address the topic of distributive justice in the context of ethical

judgements. In their experiment participants were asked to choose between the outcomes of several

distribution mechanisms within a pre-speci�ed framework.�e participants were not paid for or

a�ected by their choices, so the results are unbiased by sel�shness but should be interpreted with

caution.2 Varying only the context of the distributional situation but holding the mathematical

representation constant, choices are expected to be identical in the di�erent treatments.�e results,

however, show substantial di�erences: In the ‘needs’ treatment most participants repeatedly choose

the maxmin (Rawlsian) solution, whereas in the ‘tastes’ treatment e�ciency (maximising the sum

of all payo�s) is the most prominent motive.

Dickinson and Tiefenthaler (2002) provide the results of a modi�ed dictator experiment.

In their experiment, the dictator is asked to choose an allocation of inputs for two unknown

individuals which is then transferred according to two asymmetric payo� functions. More than

half of the dictators choose inputs that equalize �nal payo�s and eleven percent choose inputs

which maximize joint �nal payo�s.�e authors did not include a standard dictator experiment.

2�e authors replicated their results a�er assigning the same experimental task to associates with economic

background.
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�ey also did not test if the participants’ choices could be the result of utility maximisation. Traub

et al. (2009) include one social planner treatment in their experiment, in which a participant has

to choose between two income distributions which then became e�ective for other participants.

Engelmann and Strobel (2004) compare di�erent notions of distributive justice in three-player

dictator experiments with role uncertainty. Each player is asked to make a choice between three

allocations. Subsequently the choice of one randomly chosen participant (the dictator) per group

is implemented. In order to assess an impartial notion of distributive justice, the income of the

dictator is kept constant while the di�erent preference motives are isolated by systematically

varying the income of the other two participants. Comparing the performance of the models of

Fehr and Schmidt (1999, henceforth FS) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) with maxmin (Rawlsian)

preferences, sel�shness, and e�ciency concerns, their data shows that individual preferences can be

rationalised to a great extent by a combination of maxmin preferences, sel�shness, and e�ciency

concerns while inequity aversion and FS preferences have only little explanatory power. �is

result is con�rmed by Engelmann and Strobel (2007) who refer to their results in an extensive

internet experiment and who provide an overview of the experimental literature on distributional

preferences in dictator experiments.

In their experiment Cappelen et al. (2010) compare the fairness ideas of two groups of par-

ticipants: impartial spectators and stakeholders.�ey address the question whether individuals

favour equality of ex ante-opportunities or equality of ex-post outcomes. �ey implemented a

two-stage design, where on the �rst stage stakeholders engage in a risk-taking phase and in stage

two both parties are asked to redistribute the joint income of two individuals respectively.�eir

data shows that for both groups the notions of distributive justice diverge: Spectators focus more

on ex-post equality whereas stakeholders favour equality of ex-ante opportunities.

Cappelen et al. (2007) introduce a parametric model to analyse participants’ fairness ideals

and the weight they attach to their own income and their fairness ideal. Experimental evidence

from their two-stage dictator experiment is presented where on the �rst stage production takes

place followed by a distribution phase on the second stage. Exploring their data the authors are

able to show the prevalence of multiple fairness ideals: egalitarianism, liberal egalitarianism, and

libertarianism.�ey further conclude that an impartial notion of distributive justice alone is not

able to fully account for an individual’s choice behaviour but that a mixture of several motives is.

Cox et al. (2008) develop a non-parametric model to analyse an individual’s preferences over

ownmonetary payo�s and payo� of others.�ey introduce a partial ordering called “more altruistic

then”, based on marginal rates of substitution and willingness to pay.�ey interpret their model

with common parametric models and analyse the observable magnitudes of their model in two

player sequential games.

In the context of induced budget experiments with varying transfer rates Tan and Bolle (2006)

introduce a parametric model to analyse a participant’s notions of sel�shness, altruism, and
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inequality aversion. Experimental results of four dictator experiments are presented and show

that fairness motives and altruism co-exist.�ey further conclude that varying transfer rates have

important implications: A transfer rate of less than one induces fairness motives whereas a transfer

rate greater than one leads to fairness violations. As the transfer rate increases so does the amount

of giving. A transfer rate of zero induces money burning.

1.3 Outline

�e rest of the article is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide theoretical preliminaries:

In Section 2.2 preferences, notions of justice, and the central axioms are de�ned. In Section 2.3

we describe the experimental setup we have in mind. In Section 2.4 revealed preferences and

revealed notions of justice are de�ned, based on the data collected in an experiment. In Section 2.5

we show how the application of the central axioms can be used to extend the revealed relations.

Section 3 provides further tools for data analysis. In particular, in Section 3.1 rationalisability of the

data by well behaved functions is discussed. In Section 3.2 we show how the data can be used to

recover large parts of a participant’s preference and notion of justice. In Section 3.3 we show how

interpersonal comparisons are possible based on intersections of “revealed preferred” and “revealed

less just” sets. Furthermore, we de�ne money metric functions which can be used to measure the

individual strength of the notion of justice. Section 4 concludes.�e main analysis focuses on the

two-dimensional case, which simpli�es the analysis and is su�cient for most applications.�e

higher dimensional case is treated in Appendix A. All proofs can be found in the Appendix B.

2 theoretical foundations : preliminaries

2.1 General De�nitions

Let A � RL
�
.3 Let Nε�x� � �a > A � d�a, x� @ ε� be the open epsilon neighbourhood of x > A,

where d � A�A� R� is the Euclidean distance function. Let σ�a� be the set of all L! permutations
of the elements of the vector a, and let σℓ�a�, ℓ � 1, . . . , L! denote the respective permutation, with
σ1�a� � a.
For any set S b A, the interior of S, denoted intS, is the set of all points a > S for which there

exists an ε A 0 such that Nε�a� ` S.�e closure of S, denoted clS, is the set of all a > A such that
for all ε A 0, Nε�a� 9 S x g.�e boundary of a set S is denoted ∂S.

3We use the following notation: For all x , y > RL , L C 2, we denote x G y if x i C y i for all i � 1, . . . , L;
x C y if x G y and x x y; x A y if x i A y i for all i � 1, . . . , L. We denote RL

�
� �x > RL

� x G �0, . . . , 0�� and
RL

��
� �x > RL

� x A �0, . . . , 0��. Note that we adopt the convention to use superscripts for indices and subscripts for

coordinates.
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For a �nite set �s1, . . . , sn� � S ` A, the convex hull of S is de�ned as

CH�S� � �a > A � §λ > �0, 1�n , n
Q
i�1

λi � 1, x �
n
Q
i�1

λis i¡ ,
and the convex monotonic hull is

CMH�S� � CH ��a > A � a C s i for some i � 1, . . . , n�� .
A binary relation Q onA is a set of ordered pairs of elements ofA. We will mostly use the usual

notation, xQ y instead of �x , y� > Q, but for some concepts it is helpful to remember that Q is a
set. A binary relation Q is transitive if whenever xQ y and yQ z then �x , z� > Q; complete if for all
x , y > A, either xQ y or yQ x; continuous if for all x > A the sets �a > A � xQ a� and �a > A � aQ x�
are closed; convex4 if for all x , y, z > A with xQ z and yQ z, ��1 � µ�x � µ y�Q z for all µ > �0, 1�;
monotonic if for all x , y > A with x C y, xQ y. Let L denote the set of elements a > A such that
xQ a, that is,L�Q, x� � �a > A � xQ a�. Reversely, letU be de�ned asU�Q, x� � �x > A � aQ x�.

2.2 Preferences, Notions of Distributive Justice, and Two Central Axioms

Our hypothesis concerns the preference and notion of distributive justice underlying the decision

making of a participant—the decision maker (dm)—who is asked to allocate money between two
or more individuals, one of whom may be the dm. We assume that there are L C 2 individuals. In

the context of consumer theory, A is usually called the commodity space, and an element a > A
is called a consumption bundle. In our case, we call A the payo� space and an element a > A an
allocation. Whenever the dm who is asked to make the allocation is one of these individuals, his
payo� is given by a1, and a2, . . . , aL is the payo� of the remaining individuals.
Our hypothesis is that a dm can be represented by transitive, complete, and continuous binary

relations on A.�e �rst relation, o > A �A, represents his actual preference according to which he
decides whenever he has his own monetary stake in the choice situation (i.e., whenever his own

payo� is given by a1).�e second relation, oJ > A �A, represents his notion of distributive justice,
or simply notion of justice.�e interpretation of his preference is as usual, i.e. x o y, means that
to the dm x is at least as good as y, while x oJ y means that the dm considers x to be at least as
just as y.�e strict preference and justice relations, i and iJ, and the indi�erence and iso-justice
relations, � and �J, are de�ned as usual, that is, as the asymmetric and symmetric parts of o and oJ,

respectively.

We will also use a third transitive, complete, continuous binary relation which we will call

the self payo� relation, denoted oS > A �A. �is relation is the same for all dms; we will try to
recover a subset of the relations o and oJ empirically, but not oS. �e relation oS is de�ned as

4A convex preferences is sometimes also called quasi-concave.
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x oS y if x1 C y1, with iS and �S as its asymmetric and symmetric part, respectively. If the dm has
no own monetary stake, i.e. if none of the elements of x > A represent his own payo�, then x �S y
for all x , y > A. Below we will also introduce the assumption that both o and oJ are convex and
monotonic. Monotonicity in particular requires some explicit justi�cation in the context of this

paper which we will provide below.

We now introduce two simple axioms about the preferences. At the end of this subsection, we

will provide an example based on CES-preferences that illustrates the axioms and which provides

a parametric interpretation. One of these axioms will be presented in two equivalent forms, which

is helpful for the interpretation.�e �rst axiom is called Symmetry (Sy) and concerns the justice
relation. It is based on the idea that dms are not aware about the identity of the other individuals

and that no individual is per se more deserving than others.�e second axiom, called Agreement
(Ag), postulates that if an allocation x is at least as just as y and x gives the dm a higher own payo�
than y, then to the dm x is at least as good as y; that is, if both oJ and iS agree, than o agrees with
them as well. An equivalent reformulation of this axiom then postulates that if a dm prefers x over
y but y gives the dm a higher payo�, then the reason why the dm prefers x must be because to the
dm x is more just than y.�e two formulations are referred to as Ag1 and Ag2.

�a, σℓ�a�� > oJ for all ℓ � 1, . . . , L! and all a > A (Sy)

�oJ 9 iS� bo (Ag1)

�o 9 hS� boJ (Ag2)

Note that Ag1 states that x oJ y and x iS y implies x o y, and Ag2 states that x o y and
y iS x implies x oJ y. See Figure 1 for an illustration; note that the indi�erence curves are drawn
assuming monotonicity and convexity of preferences. Axiom Ag formalises the idea that the

preference is between pure sel�shness and pure justice.�e reason why we use the strict relation
iS is that given the possibility that o�oS, the Ag1 and Ag2 would not be equivalent if they were

based on oS.
5 Given our de�nition of Ag, the two versions are indeed equivalent, as the following

fact shows. All proofs can be found in the appendix.

Fact 1 Ag1 and Ag2 are equivalent.

�e Axiom Sy can also be interpreted as a special case of a “more deserving than” relation:

A more general formulation would account for di�erent degrees of deservingness of individuals,

whereas here all individuals are equally deserving. Note that, combined with monotonicity, Sy is a

special case of second order stochastic dominance: If an a > A is interpreted as a portfolio of assets

5�anks to Dirk Engelmann for pointing out the close relationship between the two axioms used in a previous

dra� of this paper, which led to the current de�nition of Ag.
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of which only one will pay o�, then—assuming equal probabilities for all assets—second order

stochastic dominance together with monotonicity is equivalent to Sy; see also Heufer (2011).

45X

a1

a2

x

�a > A � x �S a�

�a > A � x � a�

�a > A � a �J x�

�oJ 9 iS� bo

�o 9 hS� boJ

Figure 1: Reasoning about preferences and notions of justice: If an allocation o�ers a higher payo� to the dm and is

also more just than an alternative allocation, then it must also be preferred. If it is preferred even though it o�ers a

lower payo� to the dm, then it must be more just.

We also assume that both the preference and the notion of justice are convex and monotonic.

While convexity is a plausible and usual assumption, monotonicity—in particular of the notion

of justice—may require some justi�cation. In a revealed preference framework based on choices

from competitive budget sets, monotonicity is not falsi�able, as Afriat’s�eorem (see below)

shows. Furthermore, as shown below in Fact 3, monotonicity of o in conjunction with Sy and

Ag implies monotonicity of oJ. It also extends Ag as shown in Fact 2. When we recover revealed

preferred (more just) and worse (less just) sets, abandoning monotonicity raises the question with

what kind of condition it should be replaced. Assuming satiated preferences or notions of justice

(e.g., a preference with a “bliss point”) appears unreasonable. One candidate would be �rst order

stochastic dominance or a kind of mean-variance preference to re�ect possible inequality aversion.

But then again, when choices are to be made on budget sets, the allocation x > ∂B with xi � x j

for all i , j > �1, . . . , L� is always available. We therefore believe that for the purpose of this paper,
monotonicity is plausible enough and not too restrictive. See Heufer (2012b, 2013b) for an analysis

of revealed preference data without monotonicity.

Fact 2 If o and oJ are monotonic
• and oJ xoS or oJ satis�es Sy, then �oJ 9 iS� bo is equivalent to �oJ 9 oS� `o;
• then �o 9 hS� boJ is equivalent to �o 9 nS� `oJ.

Fact 3 If oJ is monotonic, then Sy and Ag together imply that o is monotonic. If o is monotonic,
then Sy and Ag together imply that oJ is monotonic.
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Fig. 2 shows an example of what we can learn about the notion of justice based on Ag2 and

Sy if we know a dm’s preferences, based on a function u�a� � a3~51 a2~52 representing the preference.

Fig. 2.(a) shows an indi�erence curve and an isojustice curve based on the function v�a� � a1~21 a1~22

representing the notion of justice. It can be easily veri�ed that these preferences satisfy theAg axiom.

Fig. 2.(b) shows what we can learn about the “more just” and “less just” region of the indicated

allocation. In Fig. 2.(c), symmetry is added; in Fig. 2.(d), monotonicity is added. Fig 2.(e) �lls some

gaps based on the assumption that oJ is convex. Finally, Fig 2.(f) combines the sets constructed in

(b) - (e) and also shows the isojustice curve to demonstrate that we can learn quite a lot about the

notion of justice.

45X

a1

a2

(a)

45X

a1

a2

(b)

45X

a1

a2

(c)

45X

a1

a2

(d)

45X

a1

a2

(e)

45X

a1

a2

(f)

Figure 2: �e construction of bounds on the notion of justice based on the preference, the axioms, and in (d) and (e)

also on monotonicity and convexity.

Note that the construction shown in Figure 2 also indicates something about the strength of a
dm’s sense of justice. We will de�ne this concept formally in Section 3 based on the ideas in Karni
and Safra (2002b). For now, think of the strength of the sense of justice as the weight the dm’s

attaches to his notion of justice when trading o� own payo� against justice.�e construction in

Figure 2 is based on taking the dm’s preference o and “pulling out” the sel�shness part oS. We

can then analyse what we are le� with. In the example shown in the �gure, there is quite a bit le�.

Now imagine instead that the dm’s preferences are perfectly sel�sh, that is, o�oS. In that case,

the indi�erence curves would be straight vertical lines, and pulling out oS would leave us with no

information at all about the dm’s notion of justice. Generally, the more we learn about the dm’s

notion of justice based on the Ag-axiom, the stronger his sense of justice, and vice versa.
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We say that a utility function u � A � R represents a preference o if u�a� C u�a�� whenever
a o a�. Similarly, a distributive justice function, or simply justice function, v � A� R represents a
notion of distributive justice oJ if v�a� C v�a�� whenever a oJ a�.
Consider the CES-family (constant elasticity of substitution) of utility functions for the two-

dimensional case: Suppose o can be represented by u�a� � �αar1 � �1 � α�ar2�1~r, and oJ can be
represented by v�a� � �βas1 � �1 � β�as2�1~s, with α, β > �0, 1� and r, s B 1. Andreoni and Miller
(2002) use data from a dictator experiment to estimate parameters of u, and interpret α as an
indication of sel�shness and r as an indicator of the convexity of preferences via the elasticity of
substitution ηS � 1~�r � 1�. Similarly, the parameter β can be interpreted as the weight a dm puts
on the payo� of the �rst individual, while s captures the convexity and indicates the willingness of
the dm to trade o� total payo� and equality.

Clearly, oJ satis�es Sy if and only if β � 1~2 (i.e., if and only if the dm places the same weight on
both individuals).�en Ag implies α > �1~2, 1�, that is, the dm attaches at least the same weight
to his own payo� as to the payo� of other individuals. We can then show that Ag and Sy are

equivalent to r � s, that is, the elasticity of substitution is the same for the utility and the justice
function.�is also holds in the general higher dimensional case with more than two individuals,

where Sy implies that in the utility function, the weight attached to all individuals other than the

dm are the same.�us, for the CES model, the axioms postulate that the trade-o� between total

payo� and equality is the same irrespective of whether or not the dm has a personal monetary

stake. What di�ers is the weight attached to the dm’s own payo�.�erefore, we can interpret r and
s as a measure for equality concerns. If two di�erent dm’s then do indeed both satisfy Ag, their
respective αs alone indicate how sel�sh they are.

Fact 4 Suppose o and oJ are represented by CES functions, with ũ�a� � �PL
i�1 αiari�1~r for o and

ṽ�a� � �PL
i�1 βiasi�1~s for oJ, r, s B 1 and αi , βi A 0.�en Ag and Sy are satis�ed if and only if o can

be represented by u�a� � �αat1 �PL
i�2

1�α
L�1ati�1~t and oJ can be represented by v�a� � �PL

i�1 ati�1~t with
some α > �1~L, 1� and t � r � s.

2.3 Experimental Setup

Here we only describe how the experimental setup should look like. In our companion paper

(Becker et al. 2013) we analyse the results of such an experiment. As the experimental analysis

is carried out based on choices from competitive budget sets which are standard in the theory

of demand, we will focus on this case here. We would like to emphasise though that the entire

analysis can also be carried out using more general budget sets. Such an analysis could be based

on the results of Yatchew (1985), Matzkin (1991), or Forges and Minelli (2009). A very general

treatment can be found in Heufer (2012b,a).
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�e participant is asked to make decisions on several choice sets, called budgets. Budgets
are of the form Bi � B�ρ i� � �a > A � ρ ia B 1�, where each price vector ρ is an element of the
price space RL

��
. We will also refer to the budgets by the characterising price vector.6 �e demand

correspondence D � 2A � 2A of a participant assigns to each choice set the set of allocations or

bundles D�ρ i� demanded by the participant when asked to make a decision on B�ρ i�. In an
experiment, we observe one of these allocations, a i > D�ρ i�.�is demand is assumed to be the
only observable in the model. Note that the de�nition of σ allows to let σ�ρ� denote the set of all
L! permutations of the elements of the vector ρ.
An experiment consists of N di�erent choice sets, indexed by i � 1, . . . ,N . An observation is

then a pair �a, ρ�, where a > D�ρ�.�e set of observations on a participant can then be denoted
��a i , ρ i��Ni�1, which is short hand notation for �N

i�1��a i , ρ i��. A dictator choice experiment, or
simply dictator experiment, is an experiment in which the �rst element of each bundle, a1, is the
payo� to the participant, and all other elements, a2, . . . , aL, are the payo�s to the other individuals.
A social planner choice experiment, or simply social planner experiment, is an experiment in which
the participant has no personal monetary stake, that is, an experiment in which the participants

allocates the payo� of two or more other individuals. A choice experiment under veil of ignorance,
or simply veil of ignorance experiment, is an experiment in which the participant has personal

monetary stake but does not know with certainty which of the elements of an a > A gives his own
payo�. More precisely, the participant allocates payo� to “persons” labelled j � 1, . . . , L, and every
individual i � 1, . . . , L, including the participant, is labelled person j with the same probability.
�e participant does not know the labels in advance. We will call these experiments d-experiments,

p-experiments, and v-experiments, respectively.

To avoid confusion, we will use the following notation: We have Nx observations from a d-

experiment, and this set of observations is denoted Ωx � ��x i , pi��Nx
i�1, andwe haveNy observations

from a p- or v-experiment, and this set is denoted Ωy � ��y j, q j��Ny
j�1, with each x i , y j > A and

pi , q j > RL
��
. In a slight abuse of notation, let Ωx � g and Ωy � g if Nx � 0 or Ny � 0, respectively.

Furthermore it is assumed that observed demand on budgets is exhaustive (or that it satis�es

budget-balancedness, or that the budget constraints are binding).

�e main idea behind these experiments is that we can use the observations from the d-

experiment to elicit a participant’s preferences and from the p-experiment or the v-experiment

to elicit a participant’s individual notion of distributive justice. In an experimental implemen-

tation each participant would thus have to participate in the d-experiment and either the p- or

v-experiment.�e way in which this inference about preferences is made is described in Section

2.4 below.

6Price vectors are normalised such that expenditure equals 1 for choices for which the budget constraint is

binding. �is de�nition is usual (see, e.g. Varian 1982) and relies on homogeneity of demand. Strictly speaking,

the researcher does not only observe price vectors which characterise the budget and the corresponding choice or

demand, but also the expenditure, which can then be used to normalise prices.
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2.4 Revealed Preference and Revealed Notions of Justice

We can now de�ne the observable revealed preference relation R and revealed notion of distributive

justice relation RJ.

�e transitive closure �Q�� of a binary relation Q is de�ned as the smallest transitive relation
that contains Q, that is, x�Q��y if there are x�, . . . , x��� such that xQ x�, x�Q x��, . . ., x���Q y.7

Given a set of observations Ωx � ��x i , pi��Nx
i�1 in a d-experiment, we say that the allocation x i is

directly revealed preferred to an allocation a, written as x i R0 a, if pix i C pia; it is (indirectly) revealed
preferred if x i R a, where R � �R0��. �e allocation x i is strictly directly revealed preferred to a,
written as x i P0 a, if pix i A pia; it is (indirectly) strictly revealed preferred, written as x i P a, if x i R x j,

x j P0 xk , and xk R a for some observations x j, xk . Given a set of observations Ωy � ��y j, q j��Ny
j�1 in

a p-experiment or v-experiment, the relations R0J , RJ, P
0
J , and PJ are de�ned in the same way.

While a dictator experiment �ts well into the standard theory of consumer behaviour and data

obtained from these experiments have been analysed with methods based on revealed preference

(e.g., Andreoni and Miller 2002), the idea of “revealed justice” in experiments may require some

justi�cation.�e “veil of ignorance” is one of the central ideas in Rawls’ (1971) theory of justice,

where it is argued that to consider themorality of an issue, individuals must not know their position

in society.8 Similar conceptions have been discussed by Harsanyi (1953, 1955). In the context of our

approach to experimentally assess notions of justice by participants, the veil of ignorance approach

has the advantage of being incentive compatible. However, if participants are mostly self-interested

with little regard for others, a veil of ignorance experiment is very similar to an experiment in which

participants are asked to invest in two or more risky assets, and Traub et al. (2009), for example,

�nd that participants’ risk preferences do not adequately re�ect their inequality attitudes.�us, an

experiment that eliminates all in�uence of self-interest and risk preferences, such as a p-experiment,

might be better suited to assess participants’ notion of justice. However a p-experiment has the

disadvantage of not being incentive compatible in a narrow sense: If participants have little or

no interest in choosing a just allocation, then they might shun the cognitive e�ort of �nding this

allocation. However, the task does not require a lot of e�ort, and if participants do care about

justice, they should have an incentive to put in the required e�ort.

Whether or not results from a p-experiment in the framework of this article di�er from a

v-experiment is an empirical question that will be a focus of the experimental analysis in the

companion paper (Becker et al. 2013).

7Note that �Q�� is a closure operator on a binary relation Q. A closure operator is a function C which is extensive

(Q b C�Q�), increasing (Q b Q
�
� C�Q� b C�Q��), and idempotent (C�C�Q�� � C�Q�).

8For recent experimental applications and discussions, see for example Becker and Miller (2009), Krawczyk

(2010), and Schildberg-Hörisch (2010). An application to ethics in the health sector can be found in Andersson and

Lyttkens (1999).
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2.5 Extensions of Revealed Relations Based on the Central Axioms

Let N � Nx � Ny and

�zk�Nk�1 � �x i�Nx
i�1 8 �y j�Ny

j�1.

Let R0 and R0J be the revealed relations based on Ωx and Ωy, with R � �R0�� and RJ � �R0J ��.
Consider the Axiom Ag, which states that �oJ 8 iS� bo. If we know a dm’s complete preference

and notion of justice, we can directly test if the axiom is satis�ed. But if it is, we do not learn

anything new about the dm’s relations, as we already know the complete relations. Given a �nite

set of observations, however, we will only observe a subset of an individual’s preference and notion

of justice. Suppose that R bo and RJ boJ, and that the choices do not violate Ag.�en we can

extend R by adding the part of RJ 8 iS that is not already contained in R, and similarly for RJ.

First, by imposing axiom Sy on the data, we obtain that z i is revealed more just than a if some
permutation of z i is revealed more just than a.�us, we de�ne the Sy-closure CSy�Q� of a binary
relation Q as

CSy�Q� � L!
�
k�1

L!
�
ℓ�1
��σk�x�, σℓ�y�� > A �A � xQ y�. (1)

By imposing axiom Ag2 on the data we obtain that z i is revealed more just than a if either z i

is revealed more just than a in the p- or v-experiment, or z i is revealed preferred to a in the d-
experiment even though a gives the dm a higher payo� than z i .�us, we de�ne the Ag2-extension
of R0J as

R̃
0

J � R
0
J 8 �R0 9 hS�, (2)

and of the strict relation as

P̃
0

J � P
0
J 8 �P0 9 hS�. (3)

See Figure 3.(a) for an illustration. Let R̃J � �R̃0J ��. We also de�ne the relation P̃J in the usual way,
that is, z i P̃J z j if z i R̃J zk P̃

0

J zℓ R̃J z j for some observations zk and zℓ.
By imposing axiom Ag1 on the data we obtain that z i is revealed preferred to a if either z i is

revealed preferred to a in the d-experiment, or z i is both revealed more just than a and gives the
dm a higher payo�.�us, we de�ne the Ag1-extension as

R̃
0
� R0 8 �R0J 9 iS�, (4)

P̃
0
� P0 8 �P0J 9 iS�. (5)
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See Figure 3.(b) for an illustration. Again, R̃ and P̃ are de�ned in the usual way.

L�R0
9 nS , x1�

B�p1�

a1

a2

x1

(a)

L�R0
J
9 oS , y1�

B�q1�

a1

a2

y1

(b)

Figure 3: An illustration of R̃J and R̃. In (a), we have x 1 R0 a and x 1 nS a for all a in the indicated region and thus

x 1 R̃J a. In (b), we have y1 R0
J a and y1 oS a for all a in the indicated region and thus y1 R̃ a.

We de�ne the Sy-Ag2-extensions as

R̂
0

J � CSy�R̃0J �, (6)

P̂
0

J � CSy�P̃0J � (7)

and the Sy-Ag1-extension as

R̂
0
� R̃

0
8 �R̂0J 9 iS�, (8)

P̂
0
� P̃

0
8 �P̂0J 9 iS�, (9)

and again similarly for R̂J, P̂J, R̂, and P̂.

Note that R b R̃ b R̂ and RJ b R̃J b R̂J. Figure 4 illustrates the construction of the extended

relations.

Ωx ΩyR RJ

Ag2

R̃J

Ag1

R̃

Sy

R̂J

R̂

Figure 4: Construction of the extended revealed preference and revealed notion of justice relations.
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3 theoretical foundations : data analysis

3.1 Rationalisability

3.1.1 Rationalisability without Extensions

A utility function u rationalises a set of observations Ωx if u�a� C u�a�� whenever aR a�. A utility
function is non-satiated if for every a� > A and every ε A 0, there exists an a > Nε�a�� such that
u�a� A u�a��.
As Afriat’s�eorem below shows, there is an easily testable condition which is both necessary

and su�cient for the existence of a utility function which rationalises a set of observations.�is

condition is know as Garp (Varian 1982); we also use a weak form of it, the W-Garp (Banerjee

and Murphy 2006).

De�nition 1 A set of observations Ωx satis�es the Generalised Axiom of Revealed Preference
(Garp) if whenever x i R x j then �not x j P0 x i�. It satis�es theWeak Garp (W-Garp) if whenever
x i R0 x j then �not x j P0 x i�.
�eorem 1 (Afriat 1967, Diewert 1973, Varian 1982, Fostel et al. 2004) Given a set of observations
Ωx , the following conditions are equivalent:

1. �e set of observations satis�es Garp.
2. �ere exists a non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic utility function which ratio-

nalises the set of observations.

Note that Afriat’s�eorem implies that if there exists a non-satiated utility function which

rationalises the data, there also exists a monotonic utility function which rationalises the data.

�us, demand generated by a monotonic utility function is indistinguishable from data generated

by a non-monotonic utility function when the experiment only involves budgets as choice sets. In

two dimensions, testing for the existence of a rationalising utility function is simpler, as the next

proposition shows.

Proposition 1 (Banerjee and Murphy 2006) When L � 2, Garp is equivalent to W-Garp.

A justice function v rationalises a set of observations Ωy if v�a� C v�a�� whenever aRJ a�. A
justice function is symmetric if for every a > A, v�a� C v�σℓ�a�� for all ℓ � 1, . . . , L!.
It is obvious that Afriat’s�eorem will also hold for rationalisation of a revealed justice relation

by a justice function, given data from a p- or v-experiment. It is also easy to see that Garp is

not su�cient for rationalisation by a symmetric justice function. However, a simple extension of

Garp can be shown to be both necessary and su�cient.
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De�nition 2 A set of observations Ωy satis�es the Sy-Garp if whenever y i�CSy�RJ���y j then
y j CSy�P0

J � y i .
�en it is easy to proof the following corollary:

Corollary 1 �e following conditions are equivalent:
1. �e set Ωy satis�es Sy-Garp.
2. �ere exists a symmetric, non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic justice function

which rationalises Ωy.

We omit the rather straightforward proof of Corollary 1, as it is a simple variation of, for

example, Varian’s (1982) proof of Afriat’s�eorem.

Unfortunately, we cannot simply apply an analogous version of Garp to the extended revealed

preference relation and obtain a result like Afriat’s�eorem.�e problem is that an allocation a can
be revealed preferred to (or revealed worse than) an allocation a� according to one of the extended
relations, but amight not be observed as a choice on budget sets in a d-experiment. For example, if
we observe a choice y1 on a budget B�q1� in a p- or v-experiment, then for all a > B�q1�9L�iS, y1�,
y1 R̃ a. But then we might also havem observations �x i�mi�1 in a d-experiment, such that no x i is in

B�q1�9L�iS, y1�, yet a convex combination of the x i is in B�q1�9L�iS, y1�. Clearly, if preferences
are convex, then y1 must be preferred to at least one of the x i . Yet this fact is not captured by the

relation R̃, and therefore the violation is not detected when applying Garp to R̃. A similar problem

exists for R̃J, as for all a > B�p1� 9U�iS, x1�, x1 R̃J a.
One way of dealing with this problem relies on generalisations of Afriat’s�eorem, motivated

by choice problems with rationing (e.g., Varian 1983, Yatchew 1985, Fleissig and Whitney 2011).

In the appendix (Section A), we introduce conditions which are necessary and su�cient for the

context of this paper. However, we are mostly interested in analysing data from a two-dimensional

experiment, and as it turns out, these conditions in the appendix are not required for the data

analysis we carry out in Becker et al. (2013). We will therefore focus on the two-dimensional case

in the main part of this paper and relegate the general case to the appendix.

3.1.2 Extended Rationalisability

Wewill need notationwhich is somewhat involved. Let Ω � Ωx8Ωy andN � Nx�Ny. Furthermore,

letM � N L! and

�zk�Nk�1 � �x i�Nx
i�1 8 �y j�Ny

j�1,

�ξm�Mm�1 � L!
�
ℓ�1

Nx

�
i�1
�σℓ�x i�� 8 L!

�
ℓ�1

Ny

�
j�1
�σℓ�y j��, (10)
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�e �rst de�nition is a reminder of the de�nition in Eq. (1) and merely puts together the choices

from the two experiments.�e second de�nition adds all permutations of all the choices.

Given a set of observations Ωx in a d-experiment, and a set of observations Ωy in a p- or

v-experiment, and Ω � Ωx 8Ωy,

• a utility function u Ag-rationalises Ω if u�a� C u�a�� whenever a R̃ a�;
• a justice function v Ag-rationalises Ω if v�a� C v�a�� whenever a R̃J a�;
• a utility function u Ag-Sy-rationalises Ω if u�a� C u�a�� whenever a R̂ a�;
• a justice function v Ag-Sy-rationalises Ω if v�a� C v�a�� whenever a R̂J a�.
�e following de�nitions introduce conditions which we show are necessary and su�cient for

extended rationalisability.

De�nition 3 A set of observations Ω satis�es
• Ag1-Garp if Ωx and Ωy satisfy Garp and if whenever z i R̃ z j then �not z j P̃0 z i�;
• Ag1-W-Garp if Ωx and Ωy satisfy W-Garp and if whenever z i R̃0 z j then �not z j P̃0 z i�;
• Ag2-Garp if Ωx and Ωy satisfy Garp and if whenever z i R̃J z j then �not z j P̃0

J z i�;
• Ag2-W-Garp if Ωx and Ωy satisfy W-Garp and if whenever z i R̃0J z j then �not z j P̃0

J z i�;
• Ag1-Sy-Garp if Ωx satis�es Garp and Ω̂y satis�es Sy-Garp and if whenever ξi R̂ ξ j then
�not ξ j P̂0 ξi�;

• Ag1-Sy-W-Garp if Ωx satis�es W-Garp and Ω̂y satis�es Sy-Garp and if whenever ξi R̂0 ξ j

then �not ξ j P̂0 ξi�;
• Ag2-Sy-Garp if Ωx satis�es Garp and Ω̂y satis�es Sy-Garp and if whenever ξi R̂J ξ j then
�not ξ j P̂0

J ξi�;
• Ag2-Sy-W-Garp if Ωx satis�es W-Garp and Ω̂y satis�es Sy-Garp and if whenever ξi R̂0J ξ j

then �not ξ j P̂0

J ξi�.
Similarly to the relationship between Garp and W-Garp, we can show that the Ag-extensions

are equivalent. What is also interesting is that the Ag1 and Ag2-versions are also equivalent to

each other, mirroring the result stated in Fact 1 for complete relations.

Proposition 2 When L � 2,
• Ag1-Garp, Ag2-Garp, Ag1-W-Garp, and Ag2-W-Garp are all equivalent;
• Ag1-Sy-Garp, Ag2-Sy-Garp, Ag1-Sy-W-Garp, and Ag2-Sy-W-Garp are all equivalent.

Given Proposition 2, we will also refer to both versions as simply Ag-(W-)Garp and Ag-Sy-

(W-)Garp, respectively.

�eorem 2 Given observations Ωx from a d-experiment and Ωy from a p- or v-experiment with
two dimensions �L � 2�, the following conditions are equivalent:
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1. Ω satis�es Ag-W-Garp [Ω satis�es Ag-Sy-W-Garp].
2. �ere exists a non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic utility function u which Ag-

rationalises [Ag-Sy-rationalises] Ω, and a non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic
[and symmetric] justice function v which Ag-rationalises Ω, such that for all a, a� > A with
a iS a�, u�a� B u�a�� implies v�a� B v�a�� and v�a� C v�a�� implies u�a� C u�a��.

Note that the last condition of�eorem 2 is stronger thanmere Ag-rationalisation. It states that

not only does there exist u and v which Ag-rationalise Ω, but these two functions also represent
complete preferences which satisfy Ag as stated in Eq. (Ag1) and (Ag2).

3.2 Recoverability

Following Varian (1982), we now turn to the question of recoverability of preferences. Given some

allocation x0 which was not necessarily observed as a choice, the set of prices which support x0 is
de�ned as

ΦR�x0� � �p0 > RL
��

� ��x i , pi��Nx
i�0 satis�es Garp and p0x0 � 1�. (11)

�is de�nition can then be used to describe the set of all allocations which are revealed worse and

revealed preferred to an allocation x0: If for all price vectors at which x0 can be demanded without
violating Garp x0 must be revealed preferred to x, then x is in the set of all allocations revealed
worse to x0. If for all price vectors at which some x is demanded – given that it does not violate
Garp – the price vector will make x revealed preferred to x0, then x is in the set of all allocations
revealed preferred to x0.�us, the set of all allocations which are revealed worse than x0 is given by

RW�x0� � �a > A � for all p0 > ΦR�x0�, x0 P a� (12)

and the set of all allocations which are revealed preferred to x0 is given by

RP�x0� � �a > A � for all p > ΦR�a�, a P x0�. (13)

Note that, by de�nition, a >RW�x0� is equivalent to x0 >RP�a�. We can de�ne corresponding
revealed less just and revealed more just sets for revealed notions of justice, and we can extend these
sets using the relations R̃, R̂, R̃J, and R̂J based on the relations recovered from a d- and a p- or

v-experiment.

For brevity, we will only consider the relations R̂ and R̂J and the two-dimensional case with

L � 2. For the higher dimensional case, the axioms provided in the appendix (Section A) can be
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used. We de�ne

Φ̂R�x0� � �p0 > RL
��

� ��x0, p0�� 8Ω satis�es Ag-Sy-Garp and p0x0 � 1�, (14)

Φ̂J�y0� � �q0 > RL
��

� Ωx 8 ��y0, q0�� 8Ωy satis�es Ag-Sy-Garp and q0y0 � 1�. (15)

�is leads to the de�nitions of revealed preferred and revealed worse allocations based on the

extended revealed preference relation and corresponding sets of revealed more just and revealed

less just allocations:

ÅRW�x0� � �a > A � for all p0 > Φ̂R�x0�, x0 P̂ a�, (16)

ÄRP�x0� � �a > A � for all p > Φ̂R�a�, a P̂ x0�, (17)

ÅRLJ�y0� � �a > A � for all q0 > Φ̂J�y0�, y0 P̂J a�, (18)

ÆRMJ�y0� � �a > A � for all q > Φ̂J�a�, a P̂J y0�. (19)

A �rst simple example is shown in Figure 5. It shows the revealedmore and revealed less just sets

of an allocation y0 without any observations, based only on the symmetry assumption. Two more
examples are shown in Figure 6, which are based on a single observation in a p- or v-experiment.

In Figure 6.(a), the revealed more and less just allocations of the observation �y1, q1� are shown; in
Figure 6.(b) these sets are shown for a di�erent observation �y1, q1� and some allocation y0 which
has not been observed as a choice.

a1

a2

y0

σ2�y0�

y�

ÅRM
J�
y0 �

ÅRL
J�
y0 �

Figure 5: Revealed more just and revealed less just allocations without any observations. For example, if y0 P0
J y�

then y0 P0
J σ2�y0�, but by symmetry σ2�y0� R̂J y0, thus y0 P0

J y� would violate Ag2SyGarp. �erefore we must have

y� >ÅRLJ�y0�.
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a1

a2

y1

σ2�y1�

B�q1�

ÅRM
J�
y1 �

ÅRL
J�
y1 �

(a)

a1

a2

y1

y0

ÅRM
J�
y0 �

ÅRLJ�y0� B�q1�

(b)

Figure 6: Revealed more just and revealed less just allocations with one observation y1 in a p- or v-experiment. In

(a), the revealed more and less just sets of the observation y1 are shown. In (b), we use a di�erent observation y1; it
shows the revealed more and less just sets for an allocation y0 which was not observed as a choice.

What is more interesting than the standard application of Varian’s framework to observations

collected in a p- or v-experiment is the fact that with the help of Ag2 and Sy, we can deduce

notions of justice from a standard d-experiment. Figure 7.(a) shows that if a participant chooses

an allocation to the lower le� of the 45X line we can deduce more about his notion of justice than

without such an observation. Figure 7.(b) shows that some observations do not provide more

information than the one already depicted in Figure 5.

a1

a2

x1

σ2�x1�

x�

ÅRM
J�
x1 �

ÅRL
J�
x1 �

(a)

a1

a2

σ2�x1�

x1

ÅRM
J�
x1 �

ÅRL
J�
x1 �

(b)

Figure 7: Revealed more and less just allocations with one observation, x 1, in a d-experiment. �e dashed region

shows the parts which are added by using the Ag- and Sy-axioms. In (a), we have that x� > ÅRLJ�x 1� because
x 1 �P0

9 nS� x� (compare with Figure 3.(a)). Of course, we might observe x� RJ x 1 in a p- or v-experiment, but then

the AgSyGarp would be violated. �e observation in (b) does not provide additional information about the notion

of fairness (compare with Figure 5).

Another interesting application is that based on Ag and Sy, we can also deduce more about the

revealed preference relation in a d-experiment, even if no observations from a p- or v-experiment

are available. Figure 8 illustrates this.
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�x
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(a)

ÄRW
�x
1 �

ÄRP
�x
1 �

a1

a2

x�

σ2�x1�

x1

(b)

Figure 8: Revealed preferred and revealed worse allocations with one observation, x 1, in a d-experiment. �e dashed

region shows the parts which are added by using the Ag- and Sy-axioms. In (a), x� >ÅRW�x 1� because x 1 P0 σ2�x��
and σ2�x�� �RJ 9 oS�x�. In (b), x� >ÄRP�x 1� because x� C σ2�x 1� and σ2�x 1��RJ 9 oS�x 1.

Figure 9 illustrates the revealed preferred and worse sets for an allocation not observed as a

choice, and 10 shows an example with several observations.

a1

a2

σ2�x0�

σ2�x1�

x1

x0

ÄRP
�x
0 �

Ä R
W
�x

0
�

Figure 9: Revealed preferred and revealed worse allocations to an allocation not observed as a choice with one

observation, x 1, in a d-experiment.

Conveniently, we can express the revealed preferred andmore just sets as the convexmonotonic

hull of a �nite set of points, which makes it very easy to check if a point is revealed preferred to

another and to draw the sets.�e next proposition shows this.

Proposition 3 Suppose Ω satis�es Ag1-Sy-Garp and Ag2-Sy-Garp and L � 2.

intCMH��x i
� x i R x0�� bRP�x0� b CMH��x i

� x i R x0��,
intCMH��ξi � ξi R̂ x0�� b ÄRP�x0� b CMH��ξi � ξi R̂ x0��,
intCMH��ξi � ξi R̂J x0�� b ÅRMJ�x0� b CMH��ξi � ξi R̂J x0��.
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a1

a2

x0

ÄRP
�x
0 �

ÄRW
�x
0 �

Figure 10: Revealed preferred and revealed worse allocations to an allocation not observed as a choice with several

observations in a d-experiment.

3.3 Interpersonal Comparisons

3.3.1 Global Comparison: A Stronger Sense of Justice

In this section, we show that the recovery of preferences and notions of justice allows interpersonal

comparison of intensity of fairness, similar to the work of Karni and Safra (2002b).9 Let W, a binary

relation on the set of all binary relations, be the stronger sense of justice than relation. For two
preference-notion of justice pairs �o1, o1J� and �o2, o2J � which satisfy Ag, we de�ne

�o1, o1J� W �o2, o2J � if �o1 9 n1J� b �o2 9 n2J �. (20)

�at is, a dm with the preference-justice pair �o1, o1J� has a stronger sense of justice than a dm with
the preference-justice pair �o2, o2J � if, for every allocation a > A,U�o1 9 n1J, a� b U�o2 9 n2J , a�.
Consider Figure 11, which shows indi�erence and iso-justice curves of two individuals with the

same notion of justice.�ere are some allocations which both dms prefer to a, even though these
allocations are less just than a. Every allocation preferred by o1 and considered less just by o1J is
also preferred by o2 and considered less just by o2J . But there do exist allocations preferred by o

2

9See also Karni and Safra (2002a); related work also include Nguema’s (2003) analysis of a sense of impartiality,

Heufer’s (2013b) revealed preference analysis of Karni and Safra’s (2002b) work, andHeufer’s (2011) revealed preference

approach to interpersonal comparisons of risk aversion.
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and considered less just by o2J , but not preferred by o
1.�us, every instance that can be used to

argue that the dm with o1 is “unjust” because he contradicts his own justice ideal can equally be

used to construct the same “accusation” against the dm with o2. But there are instances which can

be used to accuse o2 but not o1, which is at the core of the de�nition of a stronger sense of fairness.

Put di�erently, the sel�shness of the �rst dm is a subset of the sel�shness of the second dm.

a1

a2

�a� � a� �2 a�
�a� � a� �1 a�

�a� � a� �1J a� � �a� � a� �2J a�

a

U�o2 9 n2J , a�

U�o1 9 n1J , a� `U�o2 9 n2J , a�

Figure 11: A stronger sense of justice: Both individuals have the same notion of justice. �ere are allocations which

are more just than a and not preferred to a according to o1, but preferred to a according to o2. �us, �o1 , o1J� has a
stronger sense of justice than �o2 , o2J �.

How can W be made operational given a �nite set of observations on two dms? �e major

obstacle is that the revealed preference relation is not complete, so a R̂ a� does not imply a� R̂ a; even
for the revealed preferred sets, a ¶ ÄRP�a�� does not imply a >ÅRW�a��. We therefore introduce
the following concept, which is strongly based on Heufer’s (2011) approach to comparative revealed

risk aversion: Suppose that for some a > A, there is an allocation a� which the �rst dm—call him
dm1—reveals to prefer over a, and that he also reveals that to him, a� is more just than a. A second
dm, dm2, also reveals that he prefers a� over a, but he also reveals that to him, a is more just than
a�. We then say that dm1 has a partially stronger revealed sense of justice than dm2.�en if there is

no pair of allocations according to which dm2 has a partially stronger revealed sense of justice, we

conclude that dm1 has a stronger revealed sense of justice than dm2.

More formally, we de�ne the partially stronger revealed sense of justice than relation ŴRev as

�R̂1, R̂1J� ŴRev �R̂2, R̂2J � if §a > A, �clÅRW
1�a� 9ÅRLJ1�a�� 9 �clÄRP2�a� 9ÅRLJ2�a�� x g.

(21)

If �R̂1, R̂1J� ŴRev �R̂2, R̂2J � and not �R̂2, R̂2J � ŴRev �R̂1, R̂1J�, then we say that �R̂1, R̂1J� has a stronger
revealed sense of justice than �R̂2, R̂2J �, written �R̂1, R̂1J� ÛRev �R̂2, R̂2J �; that is, ÛRev is the asymmetric
part of ŴRev.
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Consider two sets of observations on two di�erent dms, Ω1 and Ω2. Let �ψ i�N 1
�N2

i�1 be the union

of the sets of �ξi� as de�ned in Eq. (10) for the two dms.�en de�ne

δ̂�Ω1, Ω2� �
¢̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

1 if there exist ψ,ψ� > �ψ i�N 1
�N2

i�1 such that ψ > ÅRLJ1�ψ�� 9ÅRLJ2�ψ��
and �ψ > clÄRP1�ψ�� 9 clÅRW

2�ψ���;
0 otherwise.

(22)

We then arrive at the following powerful theorem, which shows that the comparative approach

is completely operational as it only requires a �nite number of comparisons.

�eorem 3 Suppose Ω1 and Ω2 satisfy Ag1-Sy-Garp and Ag2-Sy-Garp and L � 2.
1. �e following conditions are equivalent:

• δ̂�Ω1, Ω2� � 1 and δ̂�Ω2, Ω1� � 0;
• �R̂1, R̂1J� ÛRev �R̂2, R̂2J �.

2. �e following conditions are equivalent:
• δ̂�Ω1, Ω2� � δ̂�Ω2, Ω1� � 1;
• �R̂1, R̂1J� ŴRev �R̂2, R̂2J � and �R̂2, R̂2J � ŴRev �R̂1, R̂1J�.

3. �e following conditions are equivalent:
• δ̂�Ω1, Ω2� � δ̂�Ω2, Ω1� � 0;
• neither �R̂1, R̂1J� ÛRev �R̂2, R̂2J � nor �R̂2, R̂2J � ŴRev �R̂1, R̂1J�.

We omit the proof of�eorem 3, as it is practically the same as the proof in Heufer (2011,

�eorem 3).�e di�erence is that the revealed justice relation is not the same for all individuals,

whereas in Heufer (2011) the common notion of risk in terms of stochastic dominance is the same

for all.�is is captured by the condition that ψ > ÅRLJ1�ψ�� 9ÅRLJ2�ψ��, that is, both individuals
agree on the justice ranking between ψ and ψ�.

�eorem 3 is important and powerful because it shows that it is both necessary and su�cient to

compare only allocations which have been observed as choices in one of the experiments, or which

are a permutation of one of these choices.�us, even though ŴRev is de�ned in terms of revealed

sets for all elements of A, a �nite number of comparisons is enough to check if the condition in Eq.
(21) is satis�ed.�e theorem therefore provides an operational non-parametric way to compare

the strength of the sense of justice of two dms.

Figure 12 shows an example with two dms. We use a Cobb-Douglas utility function u�a1, a2� �
aα
1 a1�α

2 with α � 11⁄20 for dm1 and α � 19⁄20 for dm2 to generate choices on the budgets in 12.(a) for

a d-experiment. We furthermore generated choices in a p- or v-experiment using a similar set

of budgets and the same justice function for both dms, in particular, a Cobb-Douglas form with

α � 1⁄2 . Figure 12.(b) shows the intersection of the two revealed less just sets for the allocation x0.
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Figures 12.(c) and (d) show the revealed worse set of dm1 and the revealed preferred set of dm2.

Figure 12.(e) shows �ÅRW
1�x0� 9ÅRLJ1�x0�� 9 �ÄRP2�x0� 9ÅRLJ2�x0��, which clearly indicates

that �R̂1, R̂1J� ÛRev �R̂2, R̂2J �; obviously, it can also be shown that dm1’s revealed sense of justice is not

only partially stronger than dm2’s.

Note that in the de�nition of ŴRev and for�eorem 3 we have assumed consistency with Ag and

Sy.�is is not a necessity for such a construction; one can also justify di�erent de�nitions which do

not rely on these axioms. While using the extended relations R̂ and R̂J instead of the regular R and

RJ obviously provide more information under the axioms, there is another advantage: Ag assures

that if ψ iS ψ� and both dms agree that ψ� is less just than ψ then both dms will prefer ψ over ψ�.

�us, when we �nd that dm1 has a stronger sense of justice than dm2, this conclusion cannot be

based on an observation where dm2 violates his justice ideal in favour of the other person (instead

of himself), and we can extend the interpretation to the statement that dm1 is less sel�sh than dm2.

However, there might be cases where not assuming the axioms is desirable. A practical consid-

eration is that the computation of many di�erentÄRP andÆRMJ sets can be very resource intensive
and might be infeasible. One might also argue that the basic idea of the comparison is interesting

enough even when the validity of Ag or Sy are doubted, or when there are minor violations of

these axioms. We therefore suggest an alternative and de�ne the relation WRev as

�R1, R1J� WRev �R2, R2J � if §a > A, (23)

�clRW1�a� 9RLJ1�a�� 9 �clRP2�a� 9RLJ2�a�� 9U�iS, a� x g,
whereU�iS, a� is added to exclude cases where a dm prefers a less just alternative that has a lower
payo�. Eq. (22) can be rede�ned accordingly as

δ�Ω1, Ω2� �
¢̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

1 if there exist ψ,ψ� > �ψ i�N 1
�N2

i�1 such that ψ iS ψ� and

ψ >RLJ1�ψ�� 9RLJ2�ψ�� and �ψ > clRP1�ψ�� 9 clRW2�ψ���;
0 otherwise.

(24)

�e results of�eorem 3 based on Eq. (23) and (24) then still hold.

3.3.2 Money Metric Based Comparisons

Varian (1982) introduces approximations of Samuelson’s (1974) money-metric utility function

based on revealed preferred sets.�e “exact” money-metric utility of an allocation x0 > A at prices
p, given the utility function u, is de�ned as m�x0, p� � inf p a such that u�a� A u�x0�. Since we
do not observe the true utility function u, we have to rely on approximations or upper and lower
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(a) Budgets in the d-experiment

(clipped)

x0

a1

a2

(b) Intersection of the two ÅRLJ sets of
the dms.

a1

a2

(c) �e revealed worse set of the �rst dm,

ÅRW
1
�x0�.

a1

a2

(d) �e revealed preferred set of the sec-

ond dm,ÄRP2
�x0�.

a1

a2

(e) Intersection of ÅRW
1
�x0� and

ÄRP2
�x0� with the intersection of the

twoÅRLJ sets.

Figure 12: Sense of justice with revealed sets. Choices were generated on the budgets in (a) using two Cobb-Douglas

utility functions with α � 11⁄20 for dm1 and α � 19⁄20 for dm2. A similar set of budget was used for choices in a p- or

v-experiment. Both dms have the same symmetric Cobb-Douglas justice function. As the last �gure clearly indicates,

the �rst dm has a stronger revealed sense of justice than the second dm.
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bounds. Varian (1982) de�nes the upper bound as

m��x0, p� � inf
a >RP�x0�

pa

With the help of Knoblauch’s (1992) result and Proposition 3 above, we can write

m��x0, p� � min
�i� x i R x0�

px i , (25)

and the lower bound is given by

m��x0, p� � inf
�a ¶RW�x0��

pa. (26)

Similarly, we de�ne

m̂��ξ0, p� � min
�i� ξ i R̂ x0�

pξi (27)

m̂��ξ0, p� � inf
�a ¶ÄRW�ξ0��

pa. (28)

Analogously, we can de�ne a “money-metric justice value function”, i.e.

Ämmj��ξ0, q� � min
�i� ξ i R̂J x0�

qξi , (29)

Ämmj��ξ0, q� � inf
�a ¶ÅRLJ�y0��

qa. (30)

�e money metric allows an interesting way to measure the strength of a dm’s sense of justice.

It allows to give approximate answers to the questions:

1. Given a price vector p and the most just allocation on B�p�, what is the money metric utility
of the most just allocation?

2. Conversely, given a price vector p and the most preferred allocation on B�p�, what is the
money metric justice value of the most preferred allocation?

Suppose we observe x i > D�pi� in a d-experiment and y i > D�qi� in a p- or v-experiment, with
pi � qi . �en m̂��y i , pi� and Ämmj��x i , qi� give approximate answers to the �rst and second
question, respectively. Noting that m̂��x i , pi� � 1 and Ämmj��y i , pi� � 1 if the data satis�es Ag1-Sy-
Garp and Ag2-Sy-Garp, respectively, there is not necessarily a need to normalise utility among

di�erent dms: m̂��y i , pi� can be interpreted as a percentage loss of utility if the dm were forced to
choose y i instead of x i . If for two dms with m̂1 and m̂2 we have m̂�

1 �y i , pi� A m̂�

2 � y̆ i , pi�, then the
�rst dm reveals a stronger money metric sense of justice than the second dm on the budget B�pi�.
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4 conclusion and discussion

�is paper provides the �rst step towards a more extensive analysis of experimental data on

social preferences and a new framework for original experimental design. �e simple axioms

on preferences and notions of justice and their empirical counterparts provided and analysed

here allow to recover more about participants’ preferences based on data collected in generalised

dictator games. Combinedwith social planner or veil of ignorance experiments we can recover large

parts of a participant’s individual notion of justice. Furthermore it allows to make interpersonal

comparisons between participants.�e empirical approach is kept completely non-parametric

and operational.

�is paper, then, is the �rst step towards an extensive analysis of people’s individual notion of

justice and their personal strength of sense of justice.�e experimental companion paper will test

several hypothesis, using a two-dimensional allocation space. Questions of interest include

• Do participants have a well behaved notion of justice at all?

• Is their notion of justice compatible with their choices in the dictator experiment, and vice

versa, in the sense of the Agreement-Axiom Ag?

• Are there substantial di�erences in the revealed justice relation observed in a social planner

experiment and a veil of ignorance experiment? If not, this could imply that (i) the social

planner experiment results in reasonable choices although it is not incentive-compatible in

the usual sense, and (ii) the veil of ignorance is indeed a good concept to recover participants’

notions of justice.

• Do participants “rationalise” (in the psychological sense) their choices in a dictator experi-

ment if it is followed by a planner or veil of ignorance experiment?�at is, do they choose

in the social planner or veil of ignorance experiment to make their choices in the dictator

experiment seem more just? Conversely, if the dictator experiment follows a social planner

or veil of ignorance experiment, do participants make choices in the dictator experiment

which are closer to their revealed notion of justice?

• Howmany di�erent prototypically notions of justice are there, and how are they distributed?

How well can participants be ranked by the strength of their sense of justice, based on the

comparative approach?

We did not �nd satisfying answers to most of these question in the previous literature. We

expect that the approach outlined here and the experimental design based on it will allow us to

answer most or all of these questions.�e results of such an experiment are reported in detail in

the companion paper (Becker et al. 2013).
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a appendix : the higher-dimensional case

In this section, we introduce a necessary and su�cient condition for extended rationalisability

which will also allow to carry out the same non-parametric analysis as in Section 3.2 and 3.3.�e

approach is based on results and ideas by Varian (1983), Yatchew (1985), and Fleissig and Whitney

2011. An alternative approach could be based on the axioms proposed in Heufer (2012a).

a.1 Extended Rationalisability in the Higher-Dimensional Case

Let 11 � �1, 0, . . . , 0� denote the L-dimensional vector with the �rst element equal to 1 and all other
elements equal to 0. Let 1�1 � �0, 1, . . . , 1� denote the L-dimensional vector with the �rst element
equal to 0 and all other elements equal to 1. Let �rk�Nk�1 � �pi�Nx

i�1 8 �q j�Ny
j�1 be the union of the two

sets of price vectors from the d- and the p- or v-experiment.

For the following de�nition, we assume that σℓ�a� for a > A is de�ned for all ℓ � 1, . . . , L!, even
if some elements of a are equal and therefore some permutations are repeated.�at is, σℓ�a� is
�a1, . . . , aL� ordered by the ℓth permutation of the list �1, 2, . . . , L�. Furthermore, σℓ�a�i denotes
the ith element of the permutation.

De�nition 4 A set of observations Ω satis�es
C-Ag1 if there exist numbers U i , λi A 0, µ i C 0, for i � 1, . . . ,N, with µ i � 0 if i B Nx and µ i C 0 if

i A Nx , such that

U i B U j
� �λ jr j � µ j11� � �z i � z j�.

C-Ag2 if there exist numbers U i , λi A 0, ν i C 0, for i � 1, . . . ,N, with ν i C 0 if i B Nx and ν i � 0 if
i A Nx , such that

U i B U j
� �λ jr j � ν j�1�1r i�� � �z i � z j�.

C-Ag1-Sy if there exist numbers U i ,ℓ, λi ,ℓ A 0, µ i ,ℓ C 0, ν i ,ℓ C 0, for i � 1, . . . ,N and ℓ � 1, . . . , L!,
with

µ i ,ℓ
¢̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¤
C 0 if i A Nx or ℓ A 1,

� 0 otherwise,

ν i ,ℓ
¢̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¤
C 0 if i B Nx and ℓ A 1,

� 0 otherwise,
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such that

U i ,ℓ B U j,m
� �λ j,mσm�r j� � µ j,m11 � ν j,m�σm�1�1�σm�r i��� � �σℓ�z i� � σm�z j��,

U i ,ℓ B U i ,m whenever σℓ�z i�1 B σm�z i�1
C-Ag2-Sy if there exist numbers U i ,ℓ, λi ,ℓ A 0, ν i ,ℓ C 0, for i � 1, . . . ,N and ℓ � 1, . . . , L!, with

ν i ,ℓ C 0 if i B Nx and ν i ,ℓ � 0 if i A Ny, such that

U i ,ℓ B U j,m
� �λ j,mσm�r j� � ν j,m�σm�1�1�σm�r i��� � �σℓ�z i� � σm�z j��,

U i ,ℓ � U i ,m for all ℓ,m � 1, . . . , L!

Given these conditions, we can use the test for rationing described in Varian (1983; see also

Yatchew 1985 and Fleissig and Whitney 2011) to prove the following general rationalisability

theorem.

�eorem 4 Given observations Ωx from a d-experiment and Ωy from a p- or v-experiment, the
following conditions are equivalent

1. Ω satis�es Ag1-Garp and C-Ag1 [Ω satis�es Ag1-Sy-Garp and C-Ag1-Sy].
2. Ω satis�es Ag2-Garp and C-Ag2 [Ω satis�es Ag2-Sy-Garp and C-Ag2-Sy].
3. �ere exists a non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic utility function which Ag-

rationalises [Ag-Sy-rationalises] Ω, and a non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic
[and symmetric] justice function which Ag-rationalises [Ag-Sy-rationalises] Ω, such that for
all a, a� > A with a iS a�, u�a� B u�a�� implies v�a� B v�a�� and v�a� C v�a�� implies
u�a� C u�a��.

Before we proof the theorem, we need to recall a rationalisation theorem for choices with more

than one constraint.

�eorem 5 (Varian 1983, Yatchew 1985) Suppose we observe choices χi , i � 1, . . . ,Nχ, which might
have been generated by a model of the form maxu�a� such that Gia B ci , where Gi is an L �M
matrix, ci is an M vector, M C 1, each L-vectorGi

m > RL
�
, and each element cim C 0.�en the following

conditions are equivalent:
1. �ere exist scalars U i and M-vectors κi

m C 0 for i � 1, . . . ,Nχ and j � 1, . . . ,M, with κi
j � 0 if

Gi
ja � cij, such that

U i B U j
� �κ jG j� � �χi

� χ j�.
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2. �ere exists a non-satiated, continuous, concave, and monotonic utility function which ratio-
nalises the set of observations.

Proof of�eorem 4 �e proof is based on the fact that for the extended revealed preference relations,

choices from a p- or v-experiment are used as if they were choices made under rationing. Consider
Figure 3.(b). Given the directly revealed worse set of y1, this choice from the p- or v-experiment
can be interpreted as a choice from a d-experiment with rationing, that is, a choice were the dmwas

not allowed to demand more than y11 of the �rst commodity.�e situation is similar for choices
from a d-experiment and the revealed justice relation. Consider Figure 3.(a).�is choice x1 from a
d-experiment can be interpreted as a choice from a p- or v-experiment with �xed cost, that is, a

choice where the dm had to spend at least p11x11 on the �rst commodity.
Recall that in the standard version of Afriat’s�eorem, Garp is equivalent to the existence of

numbers U i , λi A 0, for i � 1, . . . ,N , such that U i B U j � �λ jp j� � �x i � x j�. �e �λ jp j� part is a
result of the standard budget constraint p ja B 1.

C-Ag1 We �rst introduce arti�cial constraints for the choices �z i�Ni�1 from the d- and the p- or
v-experiment, which match the constraints used in�eorem 5. LetM � 2, Gi

1 � r i , ci1 � 1, κi
1 � λi ,

and κi
2 � µ i for i � 1, . . . ,N . Let Gi

2 � �0, . . . , 0� and ci2 � 1 for i � 1, . . . ,Nx . Let Gi
2 � 11 and

ci2 � 11z i for i � Nx � 1, . . . ,N .�en the �rst condition of�eorem 5 reduces to the existence of
numbers U i , λi , µ i , such that U i B U j � �λ jr j � µ j11� � �z j � z i� with µ j � 0 for j � 1, . . . ,Nx .

�is is exactly the condition C-Ag1.�e existence of a utility function which rationalises the

choices �z i�Ni�1 observed under the arti�cial constraints follows from�eorem 5.�at this utility

function also Ag1-rationalises Ω without the arti�cial constraints follows from the fact that if z i

is one of the choices from a p- or v-experiment (i.e., i A Nx), we have L�R0J9 oS, z i� � �a > A �

r i � a B r i � z i and a1 B z i1�, where a1 B z i1� 11a B 11z i� z i oS a.�us, C-Ag1 is equivalent to the
existence of a Ag1-rationalising utility function.�e existence of a rationalising justice function

follows from Ag1-Garp. Finally, necessity of Ag1-Garp already follows from�eorem 2 (see

Section B).

C-Ag2 Let M � 2, Gi
1 � r i , ci1 � 1, κi

1 � λi , and κi
2 � ν i for i � 1, . . . ,N . Let Gi

2 � 1�1r i and
ci2 � �1�1r i�z i for i � 1, . . . ,Nx . Let Gi

2 � �0, . . . , 0� and ci2 � 1 for i � Nx � 1, . . . ,N .�en the �rst
condition of�eorem 5 reduces to C-Ag2.

If z i is one of the choices from a d-experiment (i.e., i B Nx), we have L��R09 nS�8 G, z i� �
�a > A � r i � a B r i � z i and �a1 C z i1 or a F z i��, where �a1 C z i1 or a F z i�� �1�1r i�a B �1�1r i�z i�
�z i nS a or z i G a�. �us, C-Ag2 is equivalent to the existence of a Ag2-rationalising justice
function.�e existence of a rationalising justice function follows from Ag2-Garp, and necessity

of Ag2-Garp already follows from�eorem 2.
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C-Ag2-Sy Note that we proof necessity and su�ciency of C-Ag2-Sy before C-Ag1-Sy.

Let M � 2, Gi ,ℓ
1 � σℓ�r i�, ci ,ℓ1 � 1, κi ,ℓ

1 � λi ,ℓ, and κi ,ℓ
2 � ν i ,ℓ for i � 1, . . . ,N and ℓ � 1, . . . , L!.

Let Gi ,ℓ
2 � σℓ�1�1�σℓ�r i� and ci ,ℓ2 � �σℓ�1�1�σℓ�r i��σℓ�z i� for i � 1, . . . ,Nx and ℓ � 1, . . . , L!. Let

Gi ,ℓ
2 � �0, . . . , 0� and ci ,ℓ2 � 1 for i � Nx � 1, . . . ,N .�en the �rst condition of�eorem 5 reduces
to the �rst part of C-Ag2-Sy.

Assuming symmetry, if y i from a p- or v-experiment is the choice on B�qi�, the dmwould have
chosen σℓ�y i� on B�σℓ�y i��. Furthermore, we must have u�a� � u�σℓ�a�� for all ℓ � 1, . . . , L and
all utility functions which Ag2-Sy-rationalise the choices.�is is assured by the second condition,

U i ,ℓ � U i ,m, as the U i ,ℓ are the utility values assigned to σℓ�z i� in the construction of the utility
function in the proof of�eorem 5. For i A Nx we have ν i ,ℓ � 0.�us, the case is the same as for

C-Ag2, except that all the permutations of all y i are added.
For i B Nx we have ν i ,ℓ A 0. �erefore, we only need to consider the choices x i from the

d-experiment and their permutations. Recall that the interpretation is that z i from a d-experiment
chosen on B�r i� is as if the dm demanded z i in a p- or v-experiment with an additional �xed costs
constraint, that is, �1�1r i�a B �1�1r i�z i .�en by symmetry, the dm would have chosen σℓ�z i� on
B�σℓ�r i�� with the additional constraint �1�1σℓ�r i��a B �1�1σℓ�r i��σℓ�z i�.�us, again, the case is
the same as for C-Ag2 with the permutations of x i added.

C-Ag1-Sy Let M � 3, Gi ,ℓ
1 � σℓ�r i�, ci ,ℓ1 � 1, κi ,ℓ

1 � λi ,ℓ, κi ,ℓ
2 � µ i ,ℓ, and κi ,ℓ

3 � ν i ,ℓ for i � 1, . . . ,N
and ℓ � 1 . . . , L!. Let

Gi ,ℓ
2 �

¢̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¤
11 if i A Nx or ℓ A 1,

�0, . . . , 0� otherwise,

ci ,ℓ2 �

¢̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¤
11σℓ�z i� if i A Nx or ℓ A 1,

1 otherwise,

Gi ,ℓ
3 �

¢̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¤

σℓ�1�1�σℓ�r i� if i B Nx and ℓ A 1,

�0, . . . , 0� otherwise,

ci ,ℓ3 �

¢̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¤
�σℓ�1�1�σℓ�r i��σℓ�z i� if i B Nx and ℓ A 1,

1 otherwise.

�en the �rst condition of�eorem 5 reduces to the �rst part of C-Ag1-Sy.

We only need to distinguish two cases: (1) i A Nx with µ i ,ℓ C 0 and ν i ,ℓ � 0 and (2) �i B
Nx and ℓ A 1� with µ i ,ℓ C 0 and ν i ,ℓ C 0. Case (1) with ℓ � 1 is the same as in C-Ag1, and with ℓ A 1
the same reasoning for symmetry applies as in the proof of C-Ag2-Sy. In case (2) the arti�cial

constraints for choices from a d-experiment for Ag2-rationalisation are combinedwith the arti�cial

constraints for choices from a p- or v-experiment for Ag1-rationalisation.�is is because, by the
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de�nition of R̂, the only part of the directly revealed worse set of a choice x i in the d-experiment

which is to be permuted (or “mirrored”) is the part that would also be revealed worse when x i

were a choice in the p- or v-experiment (recall that R̂ is constructed based on R̂J). So suppose that

hypothetically x i , observed as a choice in a d-experiment, were a choice in the p- or v-experiment.

�en the constraint �σ1�1�1�σ1�pi��a B �σ1�1�1�σ1�pi��σ1�x i� determines the part of the budget
that is revealed less just than x i , and the constraint 11a B 11x i determines the part of the budget

that is revealed worse. �is is obviously redundant, which is why µ i ,1 � ν i ,1 � 0. But for σℓ�x i�
with ℓ A 1 the constraints are not redundant and determine the part of the budget described by the
permutation of pi that is both less just and provides less a1 to the dm (i.e., a1 B x i

1).�en we can

apply the same reasoning as for C-Ag1 and C-Ag2-Sy.

a.2 Recoverability in the Higher-Dimensional Case

In this section, we will sketch a way to do the same kind of analysis as in Section 3 in the higher

dimensional case.�e approach we present is based on the idea of �nding virtual price vectors
for observations from a p- or v-experiment when constructing the revealed preference relation,

and observations from a d-experiment when constructing the revealed justice relation.�e idea

is based on the work of Fleissig and Whitney (2011), who compute such virtual price vectors for

observed demand with rationing. We will not provide any formal proofs, but the approach is

rather straightforward. We only consider the Ag1 and Ag2 cases here, but the approach can be

generalised for Ag1-Sy and Ag2-Sy as well.

Consider the extended revealed preference relation based on Ag1. Recall the necessary and

su�cient condition C-Ag1 for Ag1-rationalisation and suppose that it is satis�ed. We have λir i �
µ i11 � λi�r i1 � �µ i~λi�, r i2, . . . , r iL�. Let θ i � µ i~λi , which is well de�ned as λi A 0. We have θ i A 0 if

and only if µ i A 0.�en we can construct the virtual price vectors r̄ i � �r i1 � θ i , r i2, . . .�. By�eorem
4 (also see Fleissig and Whitney (2011), who use the same construction based on Varian’s (1983)

�eorem 7), the data Ω̄ � �z i , r̄ i�Ni�1 satis�es Garp.
Also note that all virtual price vectors such that Ω̄ satisfy Garp and the utility function which

rationalises Ω̄ also Ag1-rationalises Ω must be of the above form. If not, then either z i ¶ B�r̄ i�
or L�R0J 9 oS, z i� ~b B�r̄ i�. We can therefore compute the minimal and maximal θ i for each z i ,
which together completely describe the set of feasible virtual prices. �en based on the same

reasoning as for the setsRP andRW in Section 3.2, we can conclude that if for some z j we have
that r̄ i � z i C r̄ i � z j for all feasible r̄ i , then we must have u�z i� C u�z j� for all continuous, monotonic,
and concave utility functions u which Ag1-rationalise the data.

�is then provides us with a way to compute all zk which must be preferred to z j, and we
can apply the same way to construct the extended revealed preferred set based on the convex
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monotonic hull.�is follows from the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3 (see Section

B below).

Now consider the extended revealed justice relation based on Ag2. We have λir i � ν i�1�1r i� �
λi�r i1 , r i2 � ��ν ir i2�~λi�, r i3 � ��ν ir i3�~λi�, . . .�. Let θ i � �ν ir i2�~λi ; then again we can construct virtual

price vectors r̄ i � �r i1 , r i2 � θ i , . . .�.�en we can use a similar approach as the one sketched for Ag1.

b appendix : proofs

b.1 Proof of Fact 1

Suppose Ag1 is not satis�ed. �en there exist x , y > A such that x�oJ 9 iS�y and y i x, thus
y�i 9 hS�x.�en Ag2 implies that y oJ x, which implies y �J x. By continuity, y i x implies that
there exists an ε A 0 such that for all z > Nε�x�, y i z. Furthermore, y �J x implies that for small
enough ε A 0 there exist a z > Nε�x� such that z iJ y, and x iS y implies that for all z > Nε�x�,
z iS y.�us y�i 9 hS�z and z iJ y, which violates Ag2.�us, Ag2 implies Ag1, and analogously
for the reverse.

b.2 Proof of Fact 2

Note that Sy implies that oJ xoS. It is obvious that �oJ 9 oS� bo implies �oJ 9 oS� `o. So suppose
x�oJ 9 �S�y.�en by monotonicity of oJ and because oJ xoS, x C y. But then by monotonicity of o,
x o y. Suppose that o�oS.�en �o 9 hS� � g. So suppose oxoS.�en if x�o 9 �S�y, then x C y,
and monotonicity of oJ implies x o y.

b.3 Proof of Fact 3

Suppose oJ is monotonic and y C x.�en y oS x and by monotonicity y oJ x.�en by Ag and
Fact 2, y o x follows.
Suppose that o�oS. �en �o 9 hS� � g. So suppose o is monotonic, oxoS, and y C x

with y j � x j for at least one and at most L � 1 indices j > �1, . . . , L�. �en σℓ�y� C σℓ�x� and
therefore by monotonicity σℓ�y� o σℓ�x� for all ℓ � 1, . . . , L!.�en for at least one k > �1, . . . , L!�,
σk�y� �S σk�x�, and therefore σk�y� �o 9 �S� σk�x�.�en by Ag and Fact 2, σk�y� oJ σk�x� and
by Sy y oJ x follows.
Suppose instead that y A x.�en let x̃ � x � �y1 � x1, 0, . . . , 0�.�en y C x̃ C x, but neither

y A x̃ nor x̃ A x.�en it follows from the arguments in the preceding paragraph that y oJ x̃ and
x̃ oJ x, and by transitivity y oJ x follows.
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b.4 Proof of Fact 4

When u�a� and v�a� are representations of o and oJ, then Ag and Sy follow immediately. We
show the reverse here to establish equivalence.

Sy immediately implies that βi � β j for all i , j, and v�a� � �PL
i�1 asi�1~s represents the same oJ

as ṽ�a�. Assume for simplicity that for ũ�a� the parameters are normalised such thatPL
i�1 αi � 1

with αi A 0.

If o�oJ, the fact follows immediately. If o�oS, then ũ�a� � �α1ar1�1~r, and o is also represented
by u�a� � �α1as1�1~s. �en the convexity parameter is the same for both functions and the fact
follows. So suppose for the rest of the proof that oxoJ and oxoS.

Suppose for some a > A with ai x a j for some i , j x 1, a� > A is obtained by exchanging the ith
and jth entry, that is, a�i � a j and a�j � ai , and suppose that v�a� � v�a��.�en Ag and Sy imply
u�a� � u�a��. But if αi x α j then u�a� x u�a��, a contradiction.�erefore, αi � α j for all j, k x 1.
Suppose for some a > A with a1 A ai for some i x 1, a� > A is obtained by exchanging the �rst

and ith entry, that is, a�1 � ai and a�i � a1, , and suppose that v�a� � v�a��.�en Ag and Sy imply
u�a� @ u�a��. But if α1 @ αi then u�a� A u�a��, a contradiction.�erefore, α1 A αi for all i x 1.
It then follows that u�a� � �αar1 �PL

i�2
1�α
L�1ari�1~r with α � 1�PL

i�2 ai A 1~L represents the same
o as ũ�a�. What is le� to show is that r � s, that is, the convexity parameter of both functions has
the same value t as stated.
We proceed by showing that if r x s, then for some a > A, u and v have the same gradient.

Consider a > A with ai � a j for all i , j x 1, and suppose r x s. �en ©u � ©v at a only implies
equality of the marginal rate of substitution between a1 and any other ai for both u and v:

∂u~∂a1
∂u~∂ai �

∂v~∂a1
∂v~∂ai for all i x 1,

and we obtain

�a1
ai
�s�r � α�L � 1�

1 � α
.

With α > �1~L, 1�, the right hand side is de�ned and strictly greater than 1.�us, for s x r, there exist
a > A such that ©u � ©v: For ai � λ A 0 for all i x 1, we obtain a1 � λ���L � 1�α�~�1 � α��1~�s�r�.
Suppose r @ s.�en with â � ����L � 1�α�~�1 � α��1~�s�r�, 1, . . . , 1�, there exists an a� x â with

a�1 A â1 such that v�â� � v�a�� and u�a�� � u�â~�1� ε�� for some ε A 0. But as u�â~�1� ε�� @ u�â�,
u�â� A u�a��, which violates Ag. Suppose instead r A s.�en there exists an a� x â with a�1 A â1
such that u�â� � u�a�� and v�a�� � v�â~�1 � ε�� for some ε A 0. But as v�â~�1 � ε�� @ v�â�,
v�â� A v�a��, which violates Ag.
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b.5 Proof of Proposition 2

�e equivalence of the weak forms of Ag1-Garp and Ag2-Garp can be shown by exploiting the

possibility that in the two-dimensional case, price vectors can be uniquely sorted a�er normalising

one of the two prices or alternatively, that the vertices (see below) of a convex monotonic hull can

be sorted from “right” to “le�”, that is, by iS.�e result here is a bit more tedious to prove due to the

Ag-extensions, but it is not particularly surprising given previous results. For example, Rose (1958)

and Heufer (2013a) show that in the two-dimensional case, theWeak Axiom of Revealed Preference

is equivalent to the Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference. Rose’s proof is based on normalising

price vectors, while Heufer’s proof uses basic geometric de�nitions. Similar to Rose (1958), Banerjee

and Murphy (2006) show that W-Garp is equivalent to Garp if L � 2 (see Proposition 1).

We start with two Lemmata, which will also be helpful for the proof of�eorem 2 below. We

will only proof the �rst statement of the proposition.�e second statement is a straightforward

extension based on symmetry of the revealed more just relation. We also need some geometrical

de�nitions. A vertex is a corner point of polytope. In two dimensions and on a convex monotonic
hull C, a vertex is the intersection of two edges of C. Suppose C is the convex monotonic hull of a
set of points �a i�mi�1.�en the set of vertices of C is a (not necessarily proper) subset of �a i�mi�1.
Two vertices a j and ak of C are adjacent if the line connecting a j and ak is an edge on the boundary
of C. �en in two dimensions, this line forms a supporting hyperplane of C. See for example
Brøndsted (1983) or Grünbaum (2003) for more detailed de�nitions and Heufer (2013a) for an

application to revealed preference.

Lemma 1 Suppose L � 2. IfΩ satis�es Ag1-W-Garp, then z0 > ∂CMH��z i � z i R̃ z0��. IfΩ satis�es
Ag2-W-Garp, then z0 > ∂CMH��z i � z i R̃J z0��.
Proof of Lemma 1 We only proof the statement based on Ag1-W-Garp; the proof for Ag2-W-
Garp works analogously. Let C � CMH��z i � z i R̃ z0��. Let Z � �z i � z i R̃ z0���z0�, Z0 � �z i �
z iR̃0 z0� and Z̄ � Z 9 ∂C. Without loss of generality with respect to the indices, set �z i�ℓi�1 � Z̄ be
such that z i iS z i�1 for i � 1, . . . , ℓ � 1. Refer to Figure 13 for an illustration which might be helpful
to understand the proof.

Step 1 Suppose Ag1-W-Garp is satis�ed. For Z � g the statement is trivially true. So suppose

Z x g and z0 > intC. Suppose there is no zm > Z0 such that zm > intC.�en we must have z i R̃0 z0

for at least one z i > Z̄; otherwise, z i ¶ C. Suppose a set of observed choices zm , zm�

, . . . > Z is in the
interior of C, such that at least one zm R̃0 z0.�en either z i R̃0 z0 or z i R̃0 zm for at least one z i Z̄;
otherwise, z i ¶ C.�us, at least one z i > Z̄ must be such that z i R̃0 zm, with zm > intC (and possibly
zm � z0).
We now show that z i R̃0 z i�1 for i � 1, . . . , ℓ � 1.
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z1
z2

z3
z4

z5

z6

CMH��z i�6i�1�

a1

a2

Figure 13: An illustration for the proof of the Lemmata.

Step 2 Consider z1. As z1 > ∂C, we must have z1 R̃0 z j for some z j > C. �en z j > B�r1�, which
implies that B�r1� 9 C x �z1�. As z1 iS z2, we must have z1 R̃0 z2.
Step 3 Consider z2. By Ag1-W-Garp, we cannot have z2 P̃0 z1, and if z2 R̃0 z1, then we cannot have
z1 P̃0 z2. �en if z1 R̃0 z2 R̃0 z1, then �z1, z2� ` ∂B�r1� and B�r1� � B�r2�. Because �z1, z2� > ∂C,
B�r1� and B�r2� are supporting hyperplanes of C.�en both z1 and z2 can only be preferred to
other choices in C if both are preferred to z3 and z3 > ∂B�r2�, and as z2 iS z3, this implies z2 R̃0 z3.
If instead �not z2 R̃0 z1�, then again we must have z3 > B�r2�. As z2 iS z3, this implies z2 R̃0 z3.
In either case, z2 R̃0 z3 follows. Simple induction then shows that we must have z i R̃0 z i�1 for all
i � 1, . . . , ℓ � 1.
Next we show that z i R̃0 z i�1 for i � 2, . . . , ℓ.

Step 4 Consider zℓ, which is the “le� most” element in Z̄. As zℓ > ∂C, we must have zℓ R̃0 z j for
some z j > C. As zℓ nS z for all z > C, we cannot have zℓ�R0J9 iS�z j. But as zℓ R̃0 z j, zℓ must be an
observation from a d-experiment, that is, zℓ R0 z j. But then zℓ R0 zℓ�1.

Step 5 Based on Step 4, it is now obvious that we can follow the same arguments as in Step 3 to

show that z i R̃0 z i�1 for i � 2, . . . , ℓ.

Step 6 In Step 1, we have shown that for at least one z i on ∂C, z i R̃0 zm with zm > intC. If i � 1, then
z1 R̃0 zm implies z1 P̃0 z2, but by Step 5, we have z2 R̃0 z1, which contradicts Ag1-W-Garp. If i � ℓ,
then zℓ R̃0 zm implies zℓ P̃0 zℓ�1, but by Step 3, we have zℓ�1 R̃0 zℓ, which contradicts Ag1-W-Garp.
Suppose 1 @ i @ ℓ and z i R̃0 zm. �en z i iS zm implies z i P̃

0 z i�1, while z i hS zm implies z i P̃
0 z i�1,

but again by Steps 5 and 3, respectively, this contradicts Ag1-W-Garp.
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Lemma 2 Suppose L � 2. Let C � CMH��z i � z i R̃ z0�� and CJ � CMH��z i � z i R̃J z0��. Without
loss of generality with respect to the indices, let the set �z i�ℓi�1 be the set of observed choices on ∂C or ∂CJ

such that z i iS z i�1 for i � 1, . . . , ℓ�1. IfΩ satis�es Ag1-W-Garp, then z1 R̃0 z2 R̃0 z3 R̃0 . . . R̃0 z j R̃0 z0

and zℓ R̃0 zℓ�1 R̃0 zℓ�2 R̃0 . . . R̃0 z j�1 R̃0 z0 for some j > �1, . . . ,m�. If Ω satis�es Ag2-W-Garp, then
z1 R̃0J z2 R̃

0

J z3 R̃
0

J . . . R̃
0

J z j R̃
0

J z0 and zℓ R̃
0

J zℓ�1 R̃
0

J zℓ�2 R̃
0

J . . . R̃
0

J z j�1 R̃
0

J z0 for some j > �1, . . . ,m�.
Proof of Lemma 2 We only proof the statement based on Ag1-W-Garp; the proof for Ag2-W-
Garp works analogously.�e proof follows closely the steps in the proof of Lemma 1 and we will

omit most of it. It might again be helpful to refer to Figure 13 and replace, for example, z3 with z0.
By Lemma 1 we know that z0 > ∂C. Let z j be the choice in �z i�ℓi�1 such that the pairs �z j, z0�

and �z0, z j�1� are on the same supporting hyperplane of C, respectively.�en following Steps 2
and 3 in the proof of Lemma 1 shows that z1 R̃0 z2 R̃0 . . . , R̃0 z j R̃0 z0. Following Steps 4 and 5 in
the proof of Lemma 1 shows that zℓ R̃0 zℓ�1 R̃0 . . . , R̃0 z j�1 R̃0 z0.�en the statement in the Lemma
already follows.

Note that the Lemma also implies that if some z i and z0 are adjacent on C, then z i R̃0 z0.
Note that z j R̃0 z0 and z j�1 R̃0 z0 are both possible without violating Ag1-W-Garp, because by

Lemma 1, z0 > ∂C. Also, z j P̃0 z0 and z j�1 P̃0 z0 are both possible without violating Ag1-W-Garp if
z0 is a vertex on C (i.e., a corner point).

We are now ready to proof the �rst part of the Proposition, which states that in the two-

dimensional case, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Ag1-Garp,

(2) Ag1-W-Garp,

(3) Ag2-Garp,

(4) Ag2-W-Garp.

�at (1)� (2) and (3)� (4) is obvious. We will �rst prove that (2)� (1).�e proof that (4)� (3)

is practically the same and we omit it. We will then prove that (2)� (4).�e proof that (4)� (2)

is practically the same and we omit it.

(2)� (1) Suppose that without loss of generality with respect to the indices, we have z1 R̃0 z2 R̃0

. . . R̃
0 zℓ�1 R̃0 zℓ. We will show that zℓ P̃0 z1 violates Ag1-W-Garp. Let C � CMH��z i � z i R̃ zℓ��.

By Lemma 1, zℓ > ∂C. Suppose zℓ P̃0 z1.�en if z1 iS zℓ, zℓ P̃
0 z1 implies that zℓ P0 z1. But then, as

z1 > C, we must have zℓ P0 z j where z j iS zℓ and z j and zℓ are adjacent.�en it follows with Lemma
2 that z j R̃0 zℓ, which violates Ag1-W-Garp. If instead z1 hS zℓ, zℓ P̃

0 z1 implies that zℓ P̃0 zk where
zk hS zℓ and zk and zℓ are adjacent. Again it follows with Lemma 2 that zk R̃

0 zℓ, which violates
Ag1-W-Garp.
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(2)� (4) Suppose that Ag1-W-Garp is violated such that z i R̃0 z j P̃0 z i . We will show that this
implies that Ag2-W-Garp is violated. We either have (i) z i R0 z j P0 z i , or (ii) z i�R0J 9 iS�z j P0 z i , or
(iii) z i R0 z j�P0J 9 iS�z i , or (iv) z i�R0J 9 iS�z j�P0J 9 iS�z i . Case (i) violates W-Garp and therefore
Ag2-W-Garp. Case (iv) is impossible as we cannot have z i iS z j iS z i .
Consider case (ii). We have z j hS z i but also z j P0 z i , which implies z j P̃

0

J z i . But z i R0J z j, which
violates Ag2-W-Garp. Consider case (iii). We have z i hS z j but also z i R0 z j, which implies z i R̃

0

J z j.
But z j P0J z i , which violates Ag2-W-Garp.

b.6 Proof of�eorem 2

Necessity of Ag-W-Garp is straightforward to show with similar arguments as in the proof of

Afriat’s�eorem; see for example Varian’s (1982) proof. Su�ciency will be shown by explicitly

constructing virtual price vectors.�e proof for Ag-Sy-W-Garp is somewhat more involved, but

as in two dimensions symmetry means that budgets and observations are simply “mirrored”. It

works analogously and we omit it.

Suppose Ag-W-Garp is satis�ed. Let C � CMH��z i � z i R̃ zm��. By Lemma 1, zm > ∂C. By
Lemma 2, if zm and z i are adjacent on ∂C, then z i R̃0 zm and by Ag-Garp, �not zm P̃0 z i�. �en
B�rm�9 intC � g, which implies intL�R̃0, zm�9C � g. As both C andL�R̃0, zm� are convex, there
exists, by the supporting hyperplane theorem, a hyperplane which supports both C andL�R̃0, zm�.
�is hyperplane has to be of the form �a > A � �rm1 � θm , rm2 ��a � zm� � 0� with θm C 0.

If zm is a choice from a d-experiment, we can let θm � 0, as L�R̃0, zm� � B�rm�. So suppose
zm is a choice from a p- or v-experiment. �ere are two cases: (i) there exists no z j such that
z j�R̃9 iS�zm and rm�zm � z j� C 0, or (ii) there does. In case (i), we let θm � 0. In case (ii), let zk be
the observation that is on C, adjacent to zk, with zk iS zm.�en by Lemma 2, zk�R̃0 9 iS�zm and
rm�zm � zk� A 0. We let

θ̌m �
rm�zm � zk�
zk1 � zm1

.

and θm � θ̌m � ε with ε C 0. For all the possible cases, the virtual price vector for zm is then
r̄m � �rm1 � θm , rm2 �. In case (ii), for ε � 0, we have r̄m�zm � zk� � 0; see Figure 14.(a) for an
illustration.

We now distinguish two further subcases: (ii.a) there exists no zℓ such that zℓ�R̃9 hS�zm and
r̄m�zm � zℓ� C 0, or (ii.b) there does. In case (ii.a) we can choose ε A 0 so small that r̄m�zm � zk� @ 0
and r̄m�zm � z i� @ 0 for all z i�R̃9 hS�zm. In case (ii.b), suppose that for ε � 0, r̄m�zm � zℓ� � 0; this
is illustrated in Figure 14.(b).�en by Lemma 2, we must have zℓ R0 zm and zk R̃0 zm, and therefore
zℓ R0 zk and zk R̃0 zℓ. �en zℓ P̃0 zm (which implies zℓ P̃0 zk) or zk P̃0 zm (which implies zk P̃0 zℓ)
would violate Ag-Garp.�en we can let ε � 0, and r̄m�zm � zk� � r̄m�zm � zℓ� � 0; then if R was
based on r̄m, Garp would not be violated. Suppose that instead, for ε � 0, r̄m�zm � zℓ� A 0; this is
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illustrated in Figure 14.(c).�en again we must have zℓ R̃0 z j and zk R̃0 z j. But this implies zℓ P̃0 zk

and zk P̃0 zℓ, which violates Ag-Garp.
We can therefore set r̄m � �rm1 � θm , rm2 � with either ε � 0 or some small ε A 0 for all possible

cases and base R on r̄m without violating Garp.�en all that is le� to verify is that there does not
exist a zk such that r̄m�zm�zk� C 0 and r̄k�zk�zm� C 0 with one or both inequalities holding strictly.
If r̄k�zk � zm� C 0, then there must exist a zℓ iS zk with zℓ R̃0 zk such that �rk1 � θ̌k , rk2��zk � zℓ� � 0,
which is illustrated in Figure 14.(d). But then zℓ�R̃0 9 oS�zm, and we can apply the same arguments
as before to show that Ag-Garp is violated.

zm

zkL�R̃0
, zm�

B�rm�

B�r̄m� with θm �
rm ��z j�zk�

zk1 �z
m
1

a1

a2

(a)

zm

zk

zℓ

L�R̃0
, zm�

a1

a2

(b)

zm

zk

zℓ

L�R̃0
, zm�

a1

a2

(c)

zm

zk

zℓ
L�R̃0

, zm�

a1

a2

(d)

Figure 14: Illustrations for the proof of�eorem 2: Construction of virtual price vectors.

�erefore, we can construct a virtual price vector r̄ i for all z i such that ��z i , r̄ i��Ni�1 satis�es
Garp. As these price vectors are constructed such that L�R̃0, z i� b �a > A � r̄ ia C r̄ iz i�, any utility
function which rationalises ��z i , r̄ i��Ni�1 also Ag1-rationalises the original data Ω.

�e proof for the existence of a Ag2-rationalising justice function works analogously and we

omit it.

What remains to be shown is that the utility and justice functions, u and v, are such that for all
a, a� > A with a iS a�, u�a� B u�a�� implies v�a� B v�a�� and v�a� C v�a�� implies u�a� C u�a��.
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a�

a

z i
iso-justice

indi�erence

a1

a2

Figure 15: Illustrations for the proof of�eorem 2: If a iS a� and u�a� B u�a��, then v�a� B v�a�� is possible given
AgGarp.

Suppose Ag-Garp is satis�ed. �en Ag1- and Ag2-rationalising utility and justice functions

exist. Suppose u Ag1-rationalises the data. Let C � CMH��z i � z i R̃J a���. Suppose a iS a� and
u�a� B u�a��, but for every rationalising justice function v, we have v�a� A v�a��.�en a > intC
by Proposition 3 and a� > ∂C by Lemma 1. Let ρ > R2

��
be such that �a, a�� ` ∂B�ρ�.�en there

must exist either a z i , z i R̃J a�, such that z i iS a�, z i > intB�ρ�, and z i2 @ a2. Or there must exist z i ,
z j, with z i R̃J a�, z j R̃J a�, such that z i > intB�ρ�, z j ¶ intB�ρ�, and z i iS a�, z j iS a. In both cases,
z iR̃Ja� and z i iS a�, and therefore z i R̃ a�. But u�a� B u�a��, and concavity and monotonicity of u
imply u�z i� @ u�a��, a contradiction. See Figure 15 for an illustration.

�us, for all a, a� > A with a iS a�, u�a� B u�a�� implies v�a� B v�a��. But then, with v and u,
we have representations of a complete preference and a complete justice relation.�en from Fact 1

it follows that for all a, a� > A with a iS a�, v�a� C v�a�� implies u�a� C u�a��.
b.7 Proof of Proposition 3

�e �rst part of the proposition was already proven by Varian (1982, Fact 12) and Knoblauch (1992,

Proposition 1).�e other parts of the proposition follow from the same arguments as in Knoblauch

(1992) and are straightforward to show given the results derived in the proof of�eorem 2. We

omit the full proof here. For L A 2 (not included in the proposition), we can base the extended

revealed preference and justice relations on virtual price vectors described in A.2 and obtain a

similar result.
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